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China urges Malaysia to intensify search for flight MH370
China has urged Malaysia to "step up its efforts" in the search for
the Malaysia Airlines passenger plane that disappeared on
Saturday. Malaysia said it was widening the hunt, after days of
searching found no trace of the plane or the 239 people on board most of whom were Chinese. Rescue teams from nine countries
will now scour areas stretching from the Malacca Strait to the
South China Sea. Beijing-bound flight MH370 vanished shortly
after it left Kuala Lumpur. Read more on MH370

Terrorists unlikely culprits in plane tragedy
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The catastrophic loss of Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 seems
unlikely to be due to terrorism - which by definition has to be
politically (or ideologically or religiously) motivated and have a
purpose. I cannot think of a group that would want to down a
Malaysia Airlines aircraft. Since the aircraft's disappearance, I have
heard Uighur separatists from China's Xinjiang province in the
country's north-west mentioned as likely candidates, but it would
seem well beyond their capabilities based on their past efforts.

Stolen Passports Show Post-9/11 Airline Security Flawed
The discovery that two passengers boarded the missing Malaysian jet using
stolen passports reveals flaws in the screening of air travelers that persist
more than 12 years after security worldwide was strengthened in the wake of
the Sept. 11 terror attacks. More than 40 million passports are listed as
missing on a database created by Interpol in 2002, yet the international police
agency says planes were boarded more than a billion times last year without
the travel documents being screened against the register. Read more

Air China to trial Ku-band in-flight connectivity
Air China has signed an agreement with Global Eagle
Entertainment to launch a trial of its high-speed, Ku-band
satellite-based connectivity service. The trial will mark the
first trial of such a service by the Chinese carrier, and it will
take place on one of its Boeing 777-200s. As part of the
agreement, Global Eagle will provide Air China with its
complete Ku-band connectivity solution, in addition to
support for aeronautical certifications, training and programme management. The two parties are currently
working to complete the necessary certification processes, and expect to receive the go-ahead to start the
trial later this year. Read more
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Onboard innovation: Re-imagining the A320
“If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; if you can dream it, you
can become it.” American author and scholar William Arthur Ward’s
often cited quote aptly describes the type of ‘blue sky’ thinking that is
driving technological advancements on the ground these days.
Watch Video

Woodlands checkpoint vehicle dash: Man charged with vandalism,
acting rashly
A 64-year-old man was charged in court on Monday with vandalism
and acting rashly, after his car bulldozed through the clearance barrier
at the Woodlands Checkpoint on Saturday afternoon. Tan, who
allegedly drove his Singapore-registered gold Mercedes Benz through
the arrival car channel while trying to escape officer checks, also is
said to have caused hurt to an officer named Safie
Mahrom, CNA reported. Read more

Two arrested over racist pipe bomb attacks in Londonderry
Two men, aged 40 and 32, have been arrested in connection with two
racist pipe bomb attacks in Londonderry. The devices, which were
packed with nails, were used to target two houses occupied by Romanian
families in the Waterside area on Saturday. Nine people, including at
least one child, escaped injury when the devices exploded outside their
homes in Lapwing Way and Lincoln Court. Read more

Charity defends decision to keep funding group fronted by terror
suspect Moazzam Begg
A high-profile charity has defended its decision to continue bankrolling a
controversial Islamic rights group fronted by a Birmingham man charged
with attending a terror training camp in Syria. CagePrisoners, an
organisation founded by Moazzam Begg, who has recently appeared in
court on terror charges, has been given £305,000 by the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation Charitable Trust. Read more
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Hong Kong drone pilot's fine dropped as US authorities plan appeal
The US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is to
appeal after a judge threw out a fine against Hong
Kong-based Raphael Pirker for operating a drone
while filming a commercial in 2011. Pirker was fined
US$10,000 and the court decision could open up the
United States' skies to more unmanned-aircraft
flights. The FAA had fined Pirker, known in drone
circles as "Trappy", in 2011 after he flew a small
drone over the University of Virginia, shooting video
to be used in an advertisement for its medical
school. Read more
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